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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a SQL Azure database.
You execute the following code:
The Sales.Customers table will contain 100,000 rows. You expect
the FaxNumber column to contain a null value for 70 percent of
the rows.
You need to create an index to support
Sales.CustomersByFaxNumber. The solution must minimize the disk
storage requirements.
Which code segment should you execute?
A. CREATE INDEX IX_Customers ON Customers (FaxNumber)
B. CREATE INDEX IX_Customers ON Customers (CustomerName)
INCLUDE (FaxNumber)
C. CREATE INDEX IX_Customers ON Customers (FaxNumber)
WHERE FaxNumber IS NULL
D. CREATE INDEX IX_Customers ON Customers (FaxNumber)
WHERE FaxNumber IS NOT NULL

E. CREATE INDEX IX_Customers ON Customers (FaxNumber)
WITH FILLFACTOR=0
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A security engineer at a bank has detected a Zeus variant,
which relies on covert communication channels to receive new
instructions and updates from the malware developers. As a
result, NIPS and AV systems did not detect the configuration
files received by staff in emails that appeared as normal
files. Which of the following BEST describes the technique used
by the malware developers?
A. Transport encryption
B. Diffusion
C. Stenography
D. Confusion
E. Perfect forward secrecy
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the event that the central CUCM is unreachable, how will an
endpoint identify which IP address to connect to for
registration and call processing?
A. DHCP Option 150
B. SRST Reference
C. SRST router failback config
D. Cisco Discovery Protocol
Answer: B
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